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The Misanthrope, Molieres richly sophisticated comic drama is accompanied in this volume by The Would--
be Gentleman, another tale of a dangerously deluded and obsessive hero. Tartuffe dares to take on the subject

of religious hypocrisy. Also included are Such Foolish Affected Ladies and Those Learned Ladies, both
newly translated for this edition. Finally, The Doctor Despite Himself is a hilarious example of Moliere's

long-standing vendetta against the medical profession.

The words origin is from the Greek words msos hatred and nthropos man human. It is a comedy of manners
which satirizes the various hypocrisies and vices of aristocrats in the French royal court. His BFF Philinte
tries to keep him out of trouble but Alceste is a wily fella. Le Misanthrope satiric comedy in five acts by

Molière performed in 1666 and published the following year.

Misanthrope

THE MISANTHROPE Bailiwick Repertory Trust the words advises the poet Richard Wilbur in the
introductory note to his translation of Molieres The Misanthrope. Molières comic masterpiece centers on the
character of the French courtier Alceste and the beautiful young widow. Misanthropy is the general hatred
dislike distrust or contempt of the human species human behavior andor human nature. The Misanthrope
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by Richard Wilbur. The Misanthrope kazuma85. Jean Baptist Moliere. He rants about the flaws and failures
of humankind allowing no exceptions. Alceste the misanthrope hates everyone including himself. Le

Misanthrope satiric comedy in five acts by Molière performed in 1666 and published the following year. The
Misanthrope is a beautifully revealing and truly inspiring tale of a quiet secondary character in the Grimoire
Saga who had a profound impact on its exquisite heroine. The Misanthrope Revival Play Comedy Broadway

opened in New York City and played through. The misanthrope comedy in five acts This edition was
published in 1922 by HaldemanJulius in Girard Kansas. Dover Publications.
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